
 

 

                                      FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

 
BOSCO’S ANSWER TO HEALTH AND SAFETY ACCUSATIONS 

 
Bosco’s would firstly like to share with deep regret the death of their 140 employees in 

one of their factories in Indonesia. While producing their new ‘’ Bosco’s for Ethical Trade” jute 
bags, the factory burst into flames, for unknown reasons. 

 
‘’In the past few days I have seen the full extent to which our factories have been 

blamed of for not having the professional capacity and resources for providing good working 
conditions to our employees’’, said Radina Choleva, Bosco’s PR Manager. ‘’ There has to be 
an investigation. Bosco’s is fully committed to collaborating with investigative authorities 
and Health and Safety Commissions. We are offering support to the family members of 
those who died in the tragic accident’’. 

 
Bosco’s would further address the accusations of exploitation to their employees and 

has stated that their employment of Vietnamese workers in what are deemed ‘’sweatshops’’, in 
the production of their ‘No Logo Needed’ brand, is far from the truth. This admission takes place 
after one of their Vietnamese employees constructed an online blog in which they described 
their job working to produce our ‘No Logo Needed’ products along with those of Nike.  

 
Choleva added: ‘’Workers in our Vietnam factory are paid £26.96 per month, which is 

£6.74 per week. This amounts to a total of 850,000 Vietnam Dong per month which is 
considerably higher than the minimum wage in Vietnam. While this seems a small amount in £ 
sterling, each £1 equals 31,431.75VND and is a good wage for Vietnamese workers, considering 
their financial economy’’. 

 
In addition to paying the minimum Vietnamese wage, Bosco’s also ensures safety in the 

workplace. Bosco’s are also working to determine whether or not their factory meets UK Health 
and Saftey regulations. Patrick McDonald, Chief Advisor of the Health and Safety Executive said: 
“We at HSE are currently in the process of arranging an inspection at Bosco’s factory in Vietnam. 
Bosco’s recently approached us with evidence of the factory’s inspection by the ILO and 
consulted us on conducting our own inspection to determine the factory’s conditions in relation 
to UK Health and Safety laws.” Bosco’s have every intention of taking regulatory measures if the 
factory does not meet UK laws, as employee safety is ok the utmost importance. 
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